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The DiFabion Remodeling family is excited to announce that our
designers, Jackie and Jaclyn, have recently become Universal Design
Certified Professionals (UDCP)! Universal design is about creating
accessible spaces for all people, not only for those who wish to age-inplace but also for families with special needs and families that are forward
thinking. A Universal Design Certified Professional goes through
extensive training on how to interview clients with an understanding and
consideration of their unique needs and how to incorporate universal
design into remodeling projects. We are excited about all the possibilities
universal design brings to the table and look forward to utilizing all that
was learned throughout the rigorous course of providing the best service
possible! Put our newly certified Universal Design Professionals to work
with your next custom remodel.

See More +

TESTIMONIALS
"We are repeat customers of DiFabion Remodeling, having benefitted
from their home remodeling services multiple times over the past 10
years. Mike and his team met with us to learn what we wanted out of the
project and helped us by offering ideas. They have helped turn our house
into a home."
- R.G. in Charlotte

PROJECT SPOTLIGHT

The existing kitchen was dated with golden toned finishes.
Confined to a small footprint, the kitchen lacked storage space
and an open connection to the formal dining room.
Key features of the new design include a combined kitchen and
dining room, an antique pine top island, a peninsula with
seating, and a custom window seat with built-in charging
stations. Finishes were updated with white perimeter cabinetry,
a gray island, farmhouse sink, and mix of metal finishes
including brushed nickel and bronze.
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Our vision is to create a memorable brand experience while
enhancing the quality of life for the clients we serve.

These days an overwhelming number of
clients are interested in quartz countertops!
Clients are discovering that quartz
manufacturers have worked hard to create
a product that is not only durable but
visually pleasing. One company worth
noting is Cambria. Manufactured entirely in
America, Cambria quartz is harder than
granite, making it more durable.
Maintenance free, Cambria doesn’t require
polishing or sealing. The nonabsorbent
surface, which doesn’t harbor bacteria, and
the jumbo slabs for seamless larger
projects are just added bonuses.

OUR MISSION
Our mission at DiFabion Remodeling is to deliver an exceptional remodeling
experience built on Trust, Vision, Pride, and Family, with the goal of
exceeding our clients’ expectations in every way.
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